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Distance learning has existed in some form for centuries, but modern technologies have allowed students and teachers to connect directly, no matter what their location, using the internet and mobile devices.

Mobile Pedagogy and Perspectives on Teaching and Learning explores the tools and techniques that enable educators to leverage wireless applications and social networks to improve learning outcomes and provide creative ways to increase access to educational resources. This publication is designed to help educators and students at every level optimize the use of mobile learning resources to enhance educational experience and improve the effectiveness of the learning process regardless of physical location.
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• Compatibility of Technology
• Curriculum Development
• Differentiated Instruction
• Educational Constructivism
• eReaders and Mobile Devices
• Differentiated Learning
• Mobile Platforms
• Open Source Learning
• Self-Directed Learning

Market: This premier publication is essential for all academic and research library reference collections. It is a crucial tool for academicians, researchers, and practitioners. Ideal for classroom use.

Douglas McConatha is a professor, entrepreneur, civic activist, and an award winning teacher, as well as a founder or partner in a variety of Internet companies. He holds a PhD from the University of Utah and an MPH from Yale University, and has published more than 40 articles and three books dealing with aging, technology, and health.
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